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Abstract: Thermal response curves that depict the probability of occurrence along a thermal gradient
are used to derive various species’ thermal properties and abilities to cope with warming. However,
different thermal responses can be expected for different portions of a species range. We focus on
differences in thermal response curves (TRCs) and thermal niche requirements for four freshwater
fishes (Coregonus sardinella, Pungitius pungitius, Rutilus rutilus, Salvelinus alpinus) native to Europe at
(1) the global and (2) European continental scale. European ranges captured only a portion of the
global thermal range with major differences in the minimum (Tmin), maximum (Tmax) and average
temperature (Tav) of the respective distributions. Further investigations of the model-derived pre-
ferred temperature (Tpref), warming tolerance (WT = Tmax − Tpref), safety margin (SM = Tpref − Tav)
and the future climatic impact showed substantially differing results. All considered thermal proper-
ties either were under- or overestimated at the European level. Our results highlight that, although
continental analyses have an impressive spatial extent, they might deliver misleading estimates of
species thermal niches and future climate change impacts, if they do not cover the full species ranges.
Studies and management actions should therefore favor whole global range distribution data for
analyzing species responses to environmental gradients.

Keywords: freshwater; preferred temperature; climate change; safety margin; thermal response
curves; warming tolerance

1. Introduction

Predicting consequences of climate change across freshwater environments is central
to fundamental and applied research in hydrology and ecology. Moreover, accurate pre-
dictions of species range shifts are critical to the development of management strategies
to mitigate and adapt to climate change. The majority of research addressing the effect of
climate change on species has focused on changes in species distributions derived using
correlative niche-based species distribution models (SDMs) [1]. Application of SDMs in the
context of predicting future species distributions is based on the assumption that a species
will track the spatial position of its current environmental niche (see [1]). Specifically, the
SDMs relate the observed environmental conditions (e.g., thermal conditions) to observed
species distributions, and project the derived statistical relationships into the future using
predictions of various climate change models. The methodological aspects of SDMs have
been extensively studied, e.g., [1–3], exposing various sources of uncertainty. One of the
factors that has been shown to strongly influence the estimation of the current species’
thermal niche, i.e., the thermal response curve (TRC), is the restriction of the environmen-
tal range of data used to calibrate the SDMs [1–4]. Specifically, restricting the range of
environmental conditions over which the SDMs are calibrated affects most the estimates
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of the upper and lower ends of TRCs [3], and thus the estimates of the species’ thermal
niche requirements such as the maximum/minimum temperature of occurrence or thermal
range (defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum temperature of
occurrence). Consequently, the range of the considered temperature conditions in SDMs
plays a fundamental role for estimating a species’ response along the thermal gradient and
determining the future climatic suitability of current species’ ranges [2–4].

The distribution of a species along a thermal gradient is commonly approximated
by a unimodal, left or right skewed TRC, with a characteristic single optimum near the
temperature where a species is most likely to be found [1,2]. Many studies have analyzed
TRCs in order to describe current and predict future species distributions according to
climate change scenarios [2–8]. Such assessments are often considered in order to quantify
the effect of temperature on species distributions [9,10], or to identify stenothermic or eury-
thermic species by classifying whether they have narrow or broad thermal responses [6,11].
However, most studies consider only portions of the whole species range for deriving
species-specific thermal characteristics via SDMs, although responses may vary greatly
with the geographical extent of the data (see [3,4]). Specifically, recent scientific literature
is full of publications involving single country or continental data that are used to draw
conclusions on the potential future species distributions, e.g., [4–11], without questioning
such an approach given the impressive spatial data extent. Notwithstanding, we argue
that despite impressive spatial extent, even the continental scale analyses might not be
sufficient to estimate the potential climate change effects on species’ distributions, if they
do not cover the full observed species ranges.

The aim of this study is to quantify the extent of differences between the estimated
species’ thermal niche requirements and future climatic impacts arising from the use of
continental (European native species range) instead of global species’ range data (whole
species range). Specifically, using niche-based species distribution models, we analyzed
distributions of four freshwater fish species native to Europe (Coregonus sardinella, Pun-
gitius pungitius, Rutilus rutilus and Salvelinus alpinus) and quantified differences between
global and European range data in (i) thermal response curves, (ii) the associated thermal
niche requirements, and (iii) future climatic impacts. Species selection was based on our
previously published study where thermal response curves for 577 freshwater species from
different taxonomic groups were investigated at the global scale (see [2]). In particular,
among 473 fish species investigated in [2], for 52 fish substantial differences between TRCs
at the global and the European continental scale were detected within our preliminary
study. The four species discussed here (C. sardinella, P. pungitius, R. rutilus and S. alpinus)
represent those with the most prominent thermal differences at the global and the European
continental scale.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Species Data

Global distribution data of studied fish species native to Europe were derived from
the IUCN Global Species Programme containing the known range of each species as pres-
ence and absence data in polygon shape files corresponding to global watershed bound-
aries [12,13] (see iucn.org/theme/species/our-work/iucn-red-list-threatened-species for
more details; Esri maps of species’ global ranges are provided at iucnredlist.org/, accessed
on 18 April 2018). As mentioned in the introduction, among 473 fish species investigated
in our previously published work (see [2]), the four species analyzed here (C. sardinella,
P. pungitius, R. rutilus and S. alpinus) represent those fish with the most prominent differ-
ences in the thermal niche requirements at the global and the European continental scale
(we remark that for 52 fish species substantial differences between the global and the Euro-
pean TRCs were detected and the corresponding results are provided in Supplementary
Data). Coregonus sardinella belong to the family Coregonidae and S. alpinus belong to the
family of Salmonidae and both have a common length of 20–25 cm and 40 cm, respectively.
Pungitius pungitius belongs to the family of Gasterosteidae and has a common length of
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5–7 cm, while R. rutilus belongs to the family of Leuciscidae and has a common length of
15–30 cm.

At the global scale (Supplementary Table S1), species data were mapped to 228,064
HydroBasins level 8 catchments [14]. Occurrence numbers at the global scale ranged from
17,055 (S. alpinus) to 33,756 (R. rutilus) (Supplementary Table S2). European distribution
data was defined as a subset of the global distribution data; overall covering 18,767 catch-
ments (Supplementary Table S1). Occurrence numbers at the European scale ranged from
745 (C. sardinella) to 15,478 (R. rutilus).

2.2. Climate Data

Global climatic data were ascertained for the second half of the 20th century
(1960–1990, “baseline”) from the WorldClim (version 1.4) 30 arc-second dataset [15] (world-
clim.org, accessed on 19 March 2018). Due to a lack of water temperature data given the
global spatial extent of our study (228,064 catchments) and the fundamental shortcomings
of using global relationships model to transform air temperatures to water temperature
(see [2]), the focus of the results and the following discussion will be on the catchment-
specific mean annual air temperature (Tmeanair).

Future climate projections for Europe (18,767 catchments) were gathered for the middle
of the 21st century (“2050s”) from the CIAT (International Center for Tropical Agriculture)
30 arc-seconds gridded dataset (ccafs-climate.org, accessed on 19 March 2018). We focused
on three climate models (MOHC—UK Met Office, Hadley Center, IPSL—Institut Pierre-
Simon-Laplace and MPI—Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), each considering the RCP4.5
(Representative Concentration Pathways) emission scenario. RCP4.5 follows a medium-low
mitigation of greenhouse gas emission and represents intermediate scenarios [16]. The
gridded layers of the 20th and 21st century Tmeanair were mapped to HydroBasins level 8
resolution catchments using the ESRI ArcGIS zonal statistics tool for calculating the mean
value for a polygon.

2.3. Statistical Model

Global and European distributions of the four fish species were modelled using
Generalized Additive Models (GAMs; R package “gam”; see [17]), run in R language
version 3.3.1 [18]. GAM is a non-parametric extension of generalized linear methods, and is
widely used for modelling current and future distribution patterns of fish species. Moreover,
compared to other methods used to parameterize species’ thermal response curves, GAMs
have greater flexibility regarding the response shape and have well performance at high
collinearity (cf. [2]). Here, we applied smoothing by spline functions with three degrees
of freedom. The probability of species occurrence along the thermal gradient represents
the thermal response curve (TRC). Since our focus was on the species’ thermal properties,
the evaluation of the species’ TRC was based on a univariate modelling approach, i.e.,
Tmeanair was the only explanatory variable.

Model performance was evaluated by calculating two performance measures: the
area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, AUC [19–21], and the true
skill statistic (TSS = specificity + sensitivity − 1), whereas specificity and sensitivity were
the result of a probability threshold determination [22]. Here, the threshold for separating
presences and absences of a species was determined by minimizing the absolute difference
between specificity and sensitivity [23,24]. Accuracy of the performance measures was vali-
dated by splitting the data into a training (80%) and validation (20%) dataset 100 times. The
average AUC and TSS values of the validations were used for the assessment of the predic-
tive performance [25]. For the depiction of the uncertainty, we computed 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) around the modelled probabilities of occurrence for each observation [26].
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2.4. Assessment of Thermal Properties

Comparisons of TRCs between the global and European scale included analyses of:
(1) Thermal range, defined as the difference between the maximum (Tmax) and minimum
temperature (Tmin) of occurrence; (2) Preferred temperature (Tpref), determined if the
thermal response was unimodal, i.e., if a temperature that maximizes the probability
of occurrence was uniquely determinable; (3) ‘Warming tolerance’ (WT), calculated as
the difference between Tmax and Tpref (WT = Tmax − Tpref); (4) ‘Safety margin’ (SM),
calculated as the difference between Tpref and the average temperature across the species’
distribution range (Tav) (SM = Tpref − Tav); (5) Exposure to future global warming across the
species’ range, assessed by calculating the difference between the average of the projected
temperatures of the three climate models and the species specific Tmax. We note that safety
margin (SM) and warming tolerance (WT) are the common terms used to describe the
species thermal performance curves (TPCs) (see [27,28]). Here, we used the latter terms to
provide comparable descriptors of the TRCs, but underline that the interpretation of SM
and WT in the context of TRCs and TPCs is different. Specifically, while TPCs address the
question of the species’ performance within a certain thermal range, the TRCs address the
question of the likelihood of species occurrence.

3. Results and Discussion

The validation mean AUC and TSS values with 0.82 ≤ AUC ≤ 0.99 and 0.47 ≤ TSS ≤ 0.92
were moderate to high for both the global and European scale (Supplementary Table S3). We
note here that the overall accuracy of the calibrated models should be viewed in the context
of the given data quality and the used modelling technique (see [29]). The uncertainty of the
modelled occurrence probabilities was low for global scale models; however, uncertainty
increased to the lower edges of the thermal gradient. Similarly, reducing the range of
environmental data used to calibrate the models was found to cause unpredictable effects
on the tails of the species response curves [3]. Furthermore, the variation in the geographical
extent for parameterizing thermal response curves was manifested in shifts and significant
shape differences of the curves. For C. sardinella, P. pungitius and R. rutilus at both scales a
unimodal thermal response curve was present, whereas the global response curves were
characterized by a shift towards lower temperatures (Figure 1). The European response
curve of S. alpinus suggests a monotonic decreaser (i.e., the occurrence probability decreases
with temperature increase), while the global thermal response curve was unimodal. The
latter is not surprising as S. alpinus is known to have a circumpolar distribution with
the northernmost extant of all freshwater fishes, thus having little opportunities to move
northward in response to climate warming [30].

The quantification of different thermal properties of the species at both scales such
as the thermal range, the preferred temperature, warming tolerance and safety margin
reflected varying implications for the respective species. In particular, comparisons with
globally derived thermal properties showed that each of the named property dimensions
was either more optimistic or pessimistic when quantified with native range data [31].
Global thermal ranges for each of the four species were greater than European thermal
ranges (see also [32]). Differences between the thermal ranges inferred from the global and
European extents ranged from 6.5 ◦C (S. alpinus) to 20.1 ◦C (P. pungitius) (Table 1). For all
species, global minimum temperature (Tmin) was significantly lower than European Tmin
and global maximum temperature (Tmax) exceeded European Tmax for all species, except
for S. alpinus (Table 1).
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Figure 1. Thermal response curves along the annual mean air temperature gradient. Thermal response
curves are displayed for (a,b) C. sardinella, (c,d) P. pungitius, (e,f) R. rutilus, and (g,h) S. alpinus at the
global and European scale, respectively. The grey area around the response curves represents the
95% confidence interval.

Table 1. Comparison between the thermal characteristics inferred from global and European species distributions.

Scheme Annual Mean Air Temperature
(◦C)

Species

Coregonus sardinella Pungitius pungitius Rutilus rutilus Salvelinus alpinus

Global

Tmin −21.2 −21.5 −19.9 −20.6
Tmax 2.9 17.4 17.9 7.5

Thermal Range 24.1 38.9 37.8 28.1
Tav −9.3 −5.0 0.5 −8.0

Median −10.0 −5.7 1.3 −9.2
St. Deviation 4.8 7.9 7.7 6.1

European

Tmin −8.9 −8.9 −8.0 −14.1
Tmax −0.6 9.9 15.9 7.5

Thermal Range 8.3 18.8 23.9 21.6
Tav −3.5 2.3 5.4 −1.1

Median −2.8 2.1 5.5 −0.6
St. Deviation 2.1 3.6 4.0 3.6
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Preferred temperatures (Tpref) at both spatial scales could be determined for C. sardinella,
P. pungitius and R. rutilus because of unimodal thermal response curves where a temper-
ature that maximizes the probability of occurrence is uniquely determinable (Table 2).
Tpref inferred from the global scale analyses was 3.5–10.5 ◦C lower than the preferred
temperature determined at the European level for C. sardinella, P. pungitius and R. rutilus.
In particular, Tpref for C. sardinella and P. pungitius inferred from the global analysis was
more than 8 ◦C lower than European Tpref. For R. rutilus the difference was smaller with
Tpref = 2.2 ◦C and Tpref = 5.7 ◦C at the global and European scale, respectively. Global
Tpref = −13.4 ◦C of S. alpinus was in the range of European Tmin = −14.1 ◦C. Due to the
non-unimodal European TRC of S. alpinus, Tpref could not be determined for this species.
Overall, our results regarding S. alpinus substantially extent those reported in [30], as these
were based on known ranges of this species across Sweden only.

Table 2. Different thermal properties of the analyzed species for the two considered spatial extents.

Scale Annual Mean Air Temperature
(◦C)

Species

Coregonus sardinella Pungitius pungitius Rutilus rutilus Salvelinus alpinus

Global
Tpref −12.7 −13.4 2.2 −13.4
WT 15.6 30.8 15.7 20.9
SM −3.4 −8.4 1.7 −5.4

European
Tpref −4.7 −2.9 5.7 NA
WT 4.1 12.8 10.2 NA
SM −1.2 −5.2 0.3 NA

Warming tolerances (WT = Tmax − Tpref) of C. sardinella and P. pungitius deduced from
the global analysis were more than 11 ◦C greater than the WTs obtained by the European
analysis (see also [33]) (Table 2). The latter suggests a mismatch between the environmental
conditions across the European and the global ranges of these species, and highlights the
importance of capturing the whole environmental niche by the models. For R. rutilus a
difference of 5.5 ◦C was observed, where a greater WT was determined at the global scale.
S. alpinus had a global WT that approximately corresponded to the European thermal
range (global WT = 20.9 ◦C and European thermal range = 21.6 ◦C). European WT for
S. alpinus could not be determined, because of the absence of a uniquely determinable Tpref.
Additional comparisons of catchment-specific global and European WTs are provided in
the Supplementary Information (Supplementary Figures S1–S4).

For C. sardinella and P. pungitius the global safety margin was 2–3 ◦C lower than
at the European scale (Table 2), i.e., the exceeding of the preferred temperature (Tpref)
by the current average habitat temperature (Tav) was underestimated with European
data. For R. rutilus the European SM was 1.4 ◦C lower than the global SM. European SM
for S. alpinus could not be determined, however, the species had a negative global SM.
Further catchment-specific comparisons are provided in the Supplementary Information
(Supplementary Figures S5–S8).

Differences between the average future projection for each catchment and species-
specific Tmax outlined that European analyses convey a more pessimistic view of the future
climatic impact as Tmax of the global range was higher than Tmax of the European range for
all species, except for S. alpinus (see also [3]) (Table 1, Supplementary Figure S12). Greater
differences of the future climatic impact assessment between the global and European scale
were observable for C. sardinella (Supplementary Figure S9) and P. pungitius (Supplementary
Figure S10). For R. rutilus (Supplementary Figure S11), both scales indicated mainly future
temperatures below Tmax, with few exceptions for catchments in the southern ranges of the
respective species distribution at the European analysis scale. This result is in agreement
with [34], who predicted range expansion for R. rutilus under climate change. However, in
view of our results, the outcomes of the latter study need to be considered with caution, as
the data used to calibrate the models were limited to Great Britain only. Furthermore, we
note that the observed maximum temperature of occurrence (Tmax) derived from global
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range data might be inaccurate (“due to the absence of hotter areas under current global
climate” [35]), and thus allowing the species to persist in temperatures exceeding Tmax.

4. Conclusions

Focusing only on native portions of species ranges and not on the whole range can
result in substantially different thermal response curves (TRCs) and species’ thermal
properties, thus leading to deceptive conclusions for management strategies. Among the
four analyzed species the TRCs at the European and global scale varied greatly. All species
indicated broader thermal ranges at the global level, while shifts of the TRCs towards
colder temperatures were not captured by the European dataset for three out of four species.
Thus, European response analyses may create pessimistic views of allegedly specialists
with small thermal ranges. Furthermore, species’ thermal niche requirements deduced
from the European analyses either were under- or overestimated. Similarly, regions where
a species is likely to suffer from future climatic impacts can be different for global and
European scale analyses, unless the European scale already includes the whole known
species distribution range (see also [31,32,36]).

Factors such as new distribution possibilities [37], biotic interactions, future anthro-
pogenic responses to environmental change and thermal adaptations [38] may enable
species to cope with environments in regions outside their native distribution range [31,33].
However, although local adaptation along thermal gradients is possible, the increased fit-
ness in warmer environments does not transfer to the next generation [39], and is therefore
subject to considerable uncertainty in the context of projecting future species distributions.
In summary, our findings highlight that, although continental analyses have an impressive
spatial extent, they might deliver misleading estimates of climate change effects on species’
distributions. Consequently, management actions should thus rely on models that consider
the whole known species distribution ranges. In particular, we argue that future studies
must carefully justify the usage of continental data (or country-based data) when global
data is available.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2073-444
1/13/6/816/s1, supplementary tables and figures (Supplementary Information.pdf) and supplemen-
tary data (Supplementary Data.xlsx).
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